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Abstract The protean clinical presentation of pulmonary

embolism (PE) is the consequence of a complex series of

haemodynamic and respiratory changes caused by the

impact of thrombi within the pulmonary vasculature.

Haemodynamic changes result from obstruction of the

pulmonary arterial bed leading to increased pulmonary

vascular resistances and they are manifested clinically as

dyspnoea, engorgement of neck veins, and systemic arterial

hypotension. Respiratory changes are characterised by lung

volume reduction, hypocapnia and hypoxaemia. Reduced

lung volume is mainly due to pulmonary consolidation,

atelectasis and decreased distension of the thoracic cage

due to chest pain. These pathophysiological changes affect

both perfusion and ventilation and could explain the low

sensitivity of the ventilation/perfusion (V/Q) mismatch

scintigraphic approach in diagnosing PE. Acute PE causes

redistribution of pulmonary blood flow from non-perfused

areas and, to a lesser extent, of ventilation; this is a further

factor arguing against the use of V/Q mismatch for the

scintigraphic diagnosis of the disease. Hypoxaemia is pri-

marily the consequence of V/Q abnormalities, namely the

development of areas with a low V/Q ratio. On a Q scan

this can easily be appreciated from hyperperfused lung

areas that, by themselves, are a marker for the scintigraphic

diagnosis of PE. In conclusion, a Q scan without a V scan,

when properly interpreted according to the prospective

investigative study of acute pulmonary embolism diagnosis

methodology (presence or absence of wedge-shaped per-

fusion defects) and combined with the formulation of a pre-

test clinical probability, can be used in most patients with

clinical suspicion of PE, reducing costs and radiation load,

increasing the practicality of the examination, and pro-

viding diagnostic accuracy comparable to that of CT

angiography.

Keywords Pulmonary embolism � Clinical assessment �
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Introduction

The diagnosis of pulmonary embolism (PE) based only

upon clinical assessment is unreliable and thus impractical.

However, clinical symptoms and signs are useful in for-

mulating the pre-test clinical probability of PE, thereby

increasing the diagnostic accuracy of whatever imaging

technique is used [1]. Therefore, the use of clinical

assessment is recommended by international guidelines [1–

4].

The instrumental diagnosis of PE has, for years, been

made using ventilation/perfusion (V/Q) scintigraphy. This

diagnostic approach was developed on the basis of the

theoretical expectation that regions of the lung excluded

from perfusion by emboli maintained normal ventilation,

thus giving rise to mismatched patterns of perfusion and

ventilation [5]. Nowadays, this nuclear medicine method-

ology is still employed, although less so than in the recent

past. Unfortunately, the assumption of mismatched
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perfusion and ventilation conflicts with the pathophysio-

logical notion of ventilation redistribution away from lung

regions in which pulmonary artery circulation has been

acutely obstructed [6]. Accordingly, a high frequency of

non-diagnostic or false-negative readings of V/Q examin-

ations was demonstrated in the first prospective investiga-

tion on pulmonary embolism diagnosis (PIOPED I) study

[7]. As a consequence, the use of the V/Q scan has declined

in favour of the more accurate and more readily available

pulmonary CT angiography (CTA) examination. However,

CTA also suffers limitations mostly due to its considerable

radiation burden, high costs, and contraindications in a

considerable portion of patients. Therefore, a reappraisal of

lung scintigraphy in the diagnosis of PE is warranted.

It has recently been demonstrated that a perfusion

(Q) scan without ventilation (V) has a diagnostic accuracy

in PE that is comparable to that of CTA [8]. The Q scan

could thus be considered as an alternative approach to CTA

for diagnosing acute PE, especially in young women or in

patients with contraindications to contrast media. Accord-

ingly, the most recent Society of Nuclear Medicine

guidelines includes the Q scan without the V scan among

the recommended imaging methodologies for diagnosing

acute PE [9].

The aim of this paper is to review the most relevant

pathophysiological notions underlying the clinical presen-

tation of PE and to describe their significance in relation to

different diagnostic approaches, specifically the V/Q scan

and the Q scan.

Pathophysiological mechanisms underlying the clinical

presentation of PE and practical implications

for the V/Q scan diagnostic approach

Depending upon the extent of pulmonary vascular bed

occlusion, the cardiopulmonary status before PE, and the

time elapsed between embolisation and diagnosis, patients

with acute PE may have a wide spectrum of clinical pre-

sentations, ranging from mild non-specific symptoms to

acute cor pulmonale and sudden death. The clinical man-

ifestations of acute PE are therefore variable although it is

usually accepted that the great majority of patients com-

plain of sudden-onset dyspnoea, chest pain and fainting

[10, 11].

Hypoxaemia resulting from alterations in the V/Q rela-

tionship is the main factor responsible for acute dyspnoea

in PE.

The multiple inert gas elimination technique (MIGET),

based on analysis of the concentrations of six inert gases in

venous and arterial blood and in expired air, has been

applied to determine the origin of hypoxaemia in PE

[12]. In a normal subject, V/Q distribution displays two

curves, the peaks of which are superimposed. Patients with

acute PE present a broad spectrum of V/Q inequalities. The

most frequent pattern is the development of regions of high

V/Q ratio, where perfusion is markedly reduced while

ventilation is still present, although reduced. Some regions

have an abnormally low V/Q ratio where perfusion is

increased with respect to normal (areas free from emboli

where perfusion is diverted forcedly). Such regions with

abnormally low V/Q ratio receive as much as 20 % of

cardiac output [13]. The pattern of V/Q inequalities in

patients with acute PE may also be evaluated by studying,

using nuclear medicine techniques, the regional distribu-

tion of ventilation and perfusion. Indeed, the Q scan

demonstrates extensive perfusion defects, but also areas

with forced perfusion where ventilation is also diverted but

to a smaller extent (low V/Q ratio) [13]. It is the areas with

low V/Q ratio (and not the embolised regions, as is widely

held) that are mostly responsible for the development of

hypoxaemia [13]. Furthermore, the above observations

imply a redistribution of ventilation away from the embo-

lised lung regions and this clearly conflicts with the

assumption underlying the use of the V/Q strategy. Indeed,

ventilation and perfusion are redistributed to about the

same extent in most cases of acute PE. This is perhaps the

main reason why the PIOPED I study authors reported an

unacceptably low level of sensitivity for diagnosis of PE

with the V/Q scan [7, 14].

Redistribution of ventilation may occur by different

mechanisms in the various stages of PE. This was clearly

demonstrated in man in the very acute stage of PE by

Santolicandro et al. [13] using the MIGET technique, but it

was known even before MIGET became available. Levy

and Simmons [15] suggested that a ventilation shift

occurred following thromboembolisation. This early shift

of ventilation away from the embolised lung regions may

be mediated by local hypocapnia, which occurs immedi-

ately after pulmonary arterial occlusion [16]. It has been

shown in healthy humans that hypocapnia can induce

marked bronchoconstriction and possibly also an increase

in lung tissue resistance [17]. These effects are ascribed to

the direct action of carbon dioxide because they can be also

observed in isolated preparations of airway smooth muscle

tissue [18]. All the above observations may also explain

why hypocapnia might be a transient instrumental finding

characterising the first days after embolisation, and tending

to return toward normal values in the following days [19].

At a later stage, over a time span ranging from several

hours to a few days, the ventilation shift away from em-

bolised lung regions may occur by different mechanisms,

such as alterations of surfactant production and small air-

way obstruction. A decrease in surface-active material may

occur distally to the occluded vessels after a relatively long

interval (18–24 h) following experimental embolisation,
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and it is considered to be the cause of the haemorrhagic

atelectasis often seen after acute pulmonary thromboem-

bolism [20]. These experimental observations may also

explain the commonly observed radiographic finding of

lung volume reduction in subjects with PE. It is commonly

known that several radiographic findings such as consoli-

dation (with or without true infarction), plate-like atelec-

tasis, elevated diaphragm, and pleural effusion are

frequently observed in acute PE. Their occurrence is

another major cause of the low sensitivity of the V/Q scan.

In fact, they were observed in 88 % of patients in the PI-

OPED I study [14] and in 86 % of the patients included in

the prospective investigative study of acute pulmonary

embolism diagnosis (PISA-PED) [21]. Furthermore, retro-

spective examination of the conventional pulmonary an-

giograms obtained in the PIOPED I study demonstrated the

presence of consolidation or atelectasis in about 50 % of

the lung regions with angiographic filling defects [7]. On

the whole, such radiographic abnormalities further explain

the inconsistency of the diagnostic strategy based on V/Q

mismatch. Indeed, the above radiographic changes imply a

ventilation shift away from the embolised lung regions; a V

scan cannot be normal in embolised areas where consoli-

dation or atelectasis coexists. When such coexistence

occurs, a V/Q mismatch is no longer easily detected and,

consequently, the level of sensitivity of the diagnostic

strategy is low. Consequently, it is not surprising that,

adopting the criterion of V/Q mismatch for the scinti-

graphic diagnosis of PE, the sensitivity of the procedure

(high-probability lung scan) was only 41 % in the original

PIOPED I study [7]. This unacceptably low level of sen-

sitivity for this diagnostic strategy is exactly as expected

considering the frequency of the mentioned chest radio-

graphic findings and it is an important factor arguing

against the use of the V scan in addition to the Q scan,

which is what was originally suggested [5].

All the above considerations had been clearly foreseen

by the pulmonary physiologist, Comroe [6], who in 1966,

stated: ‘‘to the surprise of no one, occlusion of one pul-

monary artery for 24, 48, or 72 h led to a decrease in

ventilation to the lung, but to the surprise of everyone, this

lung was atelectatic and markedly congested’’ and con-

cluded that ‘‘the decrease in wasted ventilation (ventilation

to non-perfused and poorly perfused lung) helps the

patients but hinders the physician in diagnosis’’. Unfortu-

nately, these insightful conclusions were ignored for years

by both radiologists and nuclear medicine physicians.

Hypocapnia is also a potential cause of dyspnoea. The

pathogenesis of hypocapnia is due to the increment of total

and alveolar ventilation, caused by the onset of hypoxa-

emia on the one hand, and stimulation of lung mechanical

receptors on the other [18, 22]. This increment occurs in

spite of the increase in physiological dead space caused by

ventilation of non-perfused pulmonary units. Therefore,

whatever measurement technique is employed, the increase

in dead space is small due to the redistribution of ventila-

tion towards perfused areas, which reduces the amount of

wasted ventilation. The small increase in dead space also

suggests that, in most patients with acute PE, vascular

obstruction is incomplete; this is confirmed by perfusion

lung scintigraphy that usually shows zones of residual

blood flow in embolised areas [23]. These observations

may thus provide an explanation for the inappropriateness

of dead space measurement in the diagnosis of PE, since

the increase in dead space, although present, greatly

underestimates the percentage of unperfused alveoli [24].

In conclusion, all the above pathophysiological consid-

erations demonstrate that even though the V/Q scan is still

the nuclear medicine technique most widely employed to

diagnose PE, the contemporaneous use of both V and Q

scintigraphy has theoretical drawbacks.

Pathophysiological mechanisms underlying the clinical

presentation of PE and practical implications for the Q

scan diagnostic approach

For years, perfusion scintigraphy has been considered

highly sensitive (about 100 %) but poorly specific in the

diagnosis of PE; this is because many lung pathologies may

cause perfusion defects mimicking the presence of emboli.

As shown in the above section, the addition of a V scan to

improve Q scan specificity has significant drawbacks. An

alternative could be to use different methodologies to

perform the Q scan, such as the SPECT technique, which is

still under investigation (see the related paper in this issue

of Clinical and Translational Imaging).

Substantial progress towards increasing the specificity

of perfusion scintigraphy was made with the introduction,

about two decades ago, of a new simplified method of

evaluating the presence of pulmonary perfusion defects,

which made it easier to attribute the defect to PE instead of

other lung diseases [21]. In more detail, pulmonary per-

fusion was interpreted for the first time contemporaneously

with chest X-ray and the perfusion defects were classified

on the basis of their shape (wedge-shaped or not), inde-

pendently of their number. Accordingly, pulmonary per-

fusion was classified as normal (absence of defects), almost

normal (defects due to heart or hilar vessels, elevated

diaphragm, as judged on the basis of X-ray), abnormal and

compatible with PE (single or multiple wedge-shaped

defects), abnormal and not compatible with PE (non

wedge-shaped defects or defects clearly explained by

radiographic abnormalities).

Moreover, in the same years, the pre-test clinical prob-

ability of PE was introduced into clinical practice as an
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essential method for increasing the diagnostic accuracy of

whatever chest imaging technique is used to diagnose PE

[1]. In this regard, the PIOPED II study demonstrated that

even CTA, usually considered the new gold standard [25],

shows low accuracy in the presence of results conflicting

with the pre-test clinical probability [26]. In fact, in

patients with a positive CTA and a low clinical probability

and in those with a negative CTA and high clinical prob-

ability, the CTA diagnosis does not have sufficient positive

or negative diagnostic predictive value to allow a correct

clinical decision on whether to start or withhold anticoag-

ulant treatment.

Therefore, the pre-test clinical probability assessment

was recommended by the most important scientific socie-

ties as a prerequisite for diagnosis.

Three original methods have been proposed and tested in

large-scale clinical trials [27–29]. All methods work effi-

ciently in excluding PE in patients in the emergency

department, while the method developed by the PISA-PED

group [27] appears to be the most efficient in correctly

establishing a high or low clinical probability of PE in both

in- and outpatients [30]. Once again, knowledge of the

pathophysiology underlying the clinical manifestation of PE

is essential to judge the efficiency of the methods used to

establish PE clinical probability. The PISA-PED method-

ology, at variance with the other two methods [28, 29],

included among the criteria for establishing probability not

only the most relevant symptoms (dyspnoea, chest pain,

syncope) but also the findings of simple, non-invasive

techniques (ECG, chest X-ray). Although the methods

developed by Swiss and Canadian authors [28, 29] are the

most widely used worldwide due to their easier applicability,

they do not take into consideration the above symptoms and

signs and are less accurate in the formulation of pre-test

clinical probability [30].

By establishing pre-test probability assessed according to

the PISA-PED model, which considers the most important

symptoms and instrumental findings of PE, and combining

this with Q scanning, it has been possible to develop a

diagnostic strategy for PE that yields results comparable to

those of CTA [27]. These findings were recently confirmed

in a study in which the V/Q scans acquired in the PIOPED II

study were read (without the V scan) according to the PISA-

PED methodology by two independent experts unaware of

the final diagnosis. The Q scan positive and negative pre-

dictive values were found to be comparable to those of CTA

with a lower number of non-diagnostic results [8].

Conclusions

In summary, a Q scan without a V scan, when properly

interpreted and combined with the formulation of pre-test

clinical probability, can be used in most patients with

clinical suspicion of PE and could be the test of choice in

young women and in patients with contraindications to

CTA such as renal insufficiency and allergy to contrast

media.
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